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Water on Mars: Isotopic constraints on exchange
between the atmosphere and surface
D•vid M. K•ss •nd Yuk L. Yung
Division of Geological and Planetary Sciences,California Institute of Technology
Abstract.

Usinga new measurement
of the D/H fractionationeffi- This is the residual from an initial reservoir equivalent
ciency and new estimates of the water loss, we calculate to a • 3.6 m global layer of water. In contrast, the geothat Mars has the equivalentof a • 9 m global water logical estimatesrange from a global thicknessof 100 m
layer in a reservoirthat exchangeswith the atmosphere. to I km [Cart, 1996; Kieffer et al., 1992]. Estimates
The measuredD/H enrichmentis about5 timesthe ter- of the size of the northern polar cap imply it contains
restrial value, but without exchange, the atmosphere the equivalentof 8 m to 12 m of water [Zuberet al.,
convergeson an enrichmentof 50 in about 0.5 Ma. Due 1998]. In this work we attempt to bring someof these
to the large buffering reservoir and the rapid loss rate estimatesinto agreement.

(10-3 pr-pmyr-1), thesmallatmospheric
reservoir,
averaging 10 pr-pm, is unlikely to be in continuousisotopic equilibrium with the full 9 m exchangeablereservoir. Instead, it presumably equilibratesduring periods
of highobliquity;the atmosphericD/H ratio is expected
to be enriched in between such periods. If isotopic ex-

We start with a revisionof Yunget al. 's [1988]model
for the atmosphericD/H ratio. We assume,basedon
the resultsof Yunget al. [1988],that the lossprocess
is a simple Rayleigh distillation, followingthe relationship'

R(t)R(O)
(cq-1)
-

changewith a small(4 mm globallayer)reservoir
occurs
under current conditions,it possiblefor the atmospheric

c

(1)

D/H ratio to be within 10%of its longterm equilibrium. whereR(t) is the D/H ratio at a time t, c is the size
of the residual mixed reservoir at time t, 1 is the total amount lost, and F is the fractionation factor, the

Mars currently has little detectable water. The atmosphere is very dry, with an average of 10 pr-pm

[Jakoskyand Farmer, 1982; Cart, 1996;Kieffer et al.,
1992];where I precipitablemicron(pr-pm) of water is
equivalent to a I pm deep layer over the entire surface
when all the water is precipitated out. The only observed long-term water reservoiris the northern polar
cap. Yet there are several lines of evidence suggesting that Mars had a larger reservoirin the past. One
line of evidence is the large deuterium enrichment in

ratio of D/H of the escapingmoleculesto that of the
bulk atmosphere. F - 0 indicates that no deuterium
escapeswhile F - I indicates that it escapesas easily
as hydrogen.

Measurementsof the D/H ratio in atmosphericwater vaporindicatethat R(present)• 5.5 timesthe terrestrial value [Owen et al., 1988; Krasnopolsky
et al.,
1997]. Giventhat mostof the wateron Mars is probably
ice (in the northernpolar cap), this is modifiedby the
fractionation of • 0.79 between water vapor and ice at

Martian •emperatures(230K) [Matsuoet al., 1964]to
atmosphericwater [Owen et al., 1988; Krasnopolsky
yield an effectiveR(present)• 7. Recentmeasurements
et al., 1997]. This impliesthat significantamountsof indicate that F - 0.02 [Krasnopolsky
et al., 1998],

water have been lost from the surface by a fractionat-

significantly smaller than 0.32, the value from model-

ing mechanism [Yung et al., 1988]. A secondline of ing [Yunget al., 1988]. Recentmodificationsallowthe
evidencefor large amounts of water in the past is the
modelto better agreewith the observations[Chenget
channelsand other geomorphicevidencethat appearto
al., 1999]. Yunget al. [1988]assumeda constantwater
have been createdby flowingwater [Cart, 1996;Kieflossoverthe ageof Marsat the currentrate (10-3 prfer et al., 1992]. Quantitativeestimatesof the amount pm yr-1 -- basedonthe H lossrate [McElroy,1972]),
of water

on Mars

based on these two observations

are

very different.

weinsteadassumed
that • 50 m lost ( [Kassand Yung,
1995],revisedby Ix'ass[1999]).Thoseresultsare based

Modelingby Yung et al. [1988]of the atmospheric on O lossrates sincethe end of late heavy bombardment
D/H ratio usingestimatesfor the fractionationdueto H (or • 3.5 Gyr ago)andtake into accountchanges
in the

escapeto spaceindicated that the planet currently has
loss rate over time. By assumingthat water on Mars
the equivalentof a global layer of water • 0.2 m thick.

startedwith terrestrialcomposition(basedon waterin
carbonaceous

Copyright1999by theAmericanGeophysical
Union.

chondritic

meteorites

assumed to be the
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sourceof Martian water [ Yangand Epstein1983;Cart,
1996]),wecansolveequation(1) for the currentamount
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Table 1. Estimates of ExchangeableWater Reservoir any mechanismfor equilibrating the atmospherewith

Sizes.

3 m lost

globally
F = 0.02
F = 0.32

50 m lost

polar cap

0.5 m
0.2 m

globally

polar cap

8 m
3 m

1100 km
700 km

300 km
200 km

8 m equivalentreservoir(at leastoverrelativelyshort
timescales).On the other hand, it is believedthat the
Martian climate changesdramaticallydue to changes
in its obliquity [Ward, 1992].The currentobliquityof
25.20is intermediate.It is believedthat at higherobliq-

uities(wherethe polarregions
receive
moreisolation),
there will be a higher CO2 pressureand possiblymore
atmosphere-water
interactions[Cart, 1996].In suchan

Amount of water remaining for different amounts lost,
depending on the F factor used. The loss of 3 m is from

McElroy [1972], 50 m lossfrom Kass [1999], F = 0.02 is
from Krasnopolsky
et al. [1998],and F - 0.32 from Yunget
al. [1988]. The amountsare expressedas a globallayer of
water. For comparison, each amount is also expressed as a

polar cap of a givendiameter(calculatedaccordingto Patterson[1981];for comparisonAntarcticais about 4000 km
in diameter, and the Martian Northern permanent cap is

environment, it should be easier to mobilize H20 and
isotopically equilibrate the various reservoirs.

While isotopicallyequilibratingthe full 8 m global
H20 reservoirduring high obliquity periodsis a reasonable mechanism, it is not sufficient. Over at least the
last 2 million years, the obliquity has had a period of

about10• years,with a--• 106yearmodulation
of the
amplitude. The combined result is that the last time

about 1200km in diameter). All valuesare calculatedusing
the obliquitywashigh (highbeing•; 30ø) was4 x 10•
Rayleighdistillation [Yung et al., 1988].
year ago, but that high valuesare usually reachedev-

Usingthe abovemeasurements
and assumptions
(1=
50 m, Rt = R(present)= 7, R0 = 1, and F = 0.02),we

ery --• 10s years [ Ward, 1992]. The currentlossrate
(10-a pr-/•myr-1) is capable
of removing
all of the atmosphericwater in 104 years,and has removed.-• 400

calculate that Mars currently has a reservoirequivalent pr-/•m since the last period of high obliquity. If there
to a global layer of water 8 m thick. This is equivalent is no isotopic mixing, then some reservoirmust supply water to the atmosphere to replace the lost water.
to a volume of 1.2 x 106 km a of water. It is a lower limit
In such a system, the isotopic value of the atmosphere
for the total amount of water on Mars since there may
rapidly reaches a steady state value based on the isobe reservoirsthat do not exchangewith the atmosphere
topic value of the supply reservoir and the fractionaor near surface reservoirs.
Table i illustrates
the relation factor. In the case of Mars, the atmosphere will
tive importance of our revised values of F and 1. The

reacha steadystatein --•5 x 10• yearsat an enrichment
majority of the changefrom the Yunget al. [1988]re> 50 (= Jzt(O)/F)timesthe terrestrialvalue [Yunget
sult of 0.2 m remainingis causedby the revised1 value,
al., 1988; Pathare and Paige, 1997]. This is well bebut the new value for F is also significant.
The

volume

of water

we estimate

to exist

on Mars

can be converted into an equivalent polar cap with an

empiricalglacialogicalrelationship [Patterson,1981]:

log
S= log
V+ 1
1.23

(2)

yond the measured value and implies that there is a
third

reservoir

of intermediate

size on Mars.

It is in

equilibriumwith the atmosphereon short (annualto
centenary)timescales.Neitherthe atmosphere
nor the
intermediate reservoir are in equilibrium with the full,
8 m exchangeablereservoir.
This leadsto a model where there are three exchange-

where $ is the area of the cap in km2 and V is its
volume,in km3. While derivedbasedon terrestrialice ablewater reservoirs.The first is the atmospheric
(and
caps,it appearsto be a reasonable
fit for Mars [Zuberet seasonal)water and is small and rapidly fractionated
al., 1998]. Our estimatedvolumeis equivalentto a po- by escapeprocesses.The secondis a short term reserlar cap .-• 1100 km in diameter. The Martian northern
permanent cap is •0 1200 km in diameter and has an estimated volume between 1.2 x 106 km a and 1.7 x 106 km a

voir that is actively interacting with the atmosphereat
the present. It keeps the atmospheric water from becoming overly fractionated. While large comparedto
[Zuberet al., 1998](for comparison,
Antarcticais about the atmosphericreservoir, it doesnot contain all of the
4000kmin diameterandcontains
•0 30x106kmaofice). exchangeablewater. For convenience,we will label it
If the Martian Northern polar cap is water dominated, the intermediate reservoir. The final reservoir is the

it could accountfor the entire exchangeablereservoir.
There are severalother reservoirsthat may contain additional water, but whosesizeshave not been measured.
This includesnear surfacegroundice (possiblyin the
layeredterrains) and adsorbedregolithwater [Cart,
1996;Kieffer et al., 1992].
The fact that the entire northern polar cap needs
to be in isotopic equilibrium with the atmosphereto
explain the measuredD/H enrichmentis problematic.

topicallyinteractwith with the atmosphere(suchas a
frozencryosphere[Cart, 1996]).
Forsimplicity,we considerthe D/H valueof an atmospherein equilibriumwith the largereservoir(instead
of the D/H of the reservoiritself). This equivalentat-

Under

mospheric value is then expressedas a fraction of the

current

Martian

conditions

it is difficult

to see

largereservoir(primarilythe northernpolarcap) that
holds the bulk of the exchangeablewater, but it only
exchangeswith the other two at infrequent intervals.
This does not rule out other reservoirs

that

do not iso-
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The question is then whether or not these sourcescan
exchangesufficiently rapidly to keep the intermediate
reservoir in equilibrium with the atmosphere. In the

lOO

first case,thereis 104 pr-pm of adsorbedH20 per meter of regolithdepth [Fanaleand Jakosky,1982].Using
the diffusionratesfrom Fanale and Jakosky[1982],wa-

•ao

ter can diffuse .-• 2 cm to 11 cm in a year and, due
to the non-linearity of diffusion, .-• 10 m to 70 m in

6O

4 x 105years.This meansthat thereis •0 200pr-pmto
1100pr-pmof waterexchanged
yearlyand.-• 105pr-pm
to .-• 7 x 105pr-pm overthe entireinterval. This im-
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plies the there is sufficient exchangewith the regolith
to accommodate the 4000 pr-pm needed to keep the

global layer)

atmosphericD/H from changingextensively.

*
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In the case of the polar cap, the limit is the amount
of water that leaves the cap and mixes with the atmosphere. In the first case, while the intermediate
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Combined exchangeable reservoir size (global la7er m)

exchangeablereservoiris much smaller than the total
reservoir, it is not small. The 4000 pr-pm correspond
to a .-• 0.5 m layer of the northern polar cap. A conservative estimate of the amount of water from the polar
cap that mixes is the amount of the inter-hemispherical

Figure 1. For a given long term atmosphericD/H
(asmuchas 10•6 g yr-• maymix withinthe
value(expressed
either as a percentageof the measured exchange
northern
hemisphere).
Modelsestimatethe lossfrom
valueor relativeto the terrestrialD/H), this figureplots
the
northern
hemisphere
during the summer to be of
the requiredintermediatereservoir(in pr-pmof a global
1999;Houben
layer). It also expresses
the reservoiras a layer over the order• 2 x 10•3 g yr-• [Richardson,
the Northernpolar cap (in m). For eachassumed
long et al., 1997]whichis equivalentto a .-• 20 pm layercovterm D/H value,it alsoshowsthe combinedexchange- eringthe northernpolarcap. So,in 4 x 105years,up
ablereservoirsize(expressed
in m of a globallayer,on a to a 7 m layer of the cap could be cycled through the
non-linearscale). The arrowsindicatethe caseswhere
the equivalentequilibriumatmospheric
D/H is 90% (or atmosphere. Furthermore, given the large amount that
50%) of the currentvalue(seethe text for furtherdis- may mix within the northern hemisphere,the 4000 prpm necessaryis easily accommodated.
cussion).
In the caseof ground ice or permafrost, the limiting
factor will be either the atmospheric transport or the
currentatmospheric
enrichment(it cannotbe moreen- diffusion through the ground, dependingon the depth
richedsincethe atmosphereis the reservoiractually be- of the ice. Since both of those processes,as estimated
ing fractionated). For any givenfraction,it is possible above, are fast enough to allow sufficient water to exto determine the size of both exchangeablereservoirs change, a ground ice or permafrost sourcewould also

(Figure1). If we assume
that the equivalent
equilibrium

work.

value is •0 5, or 90% of the current atmosphericvalue

Since all three possible intermediate reservoirs are
easily capable of equilibrating sufficientwater with the
atmosphereto buffer it against moderate changes,we

(implyingthat overthe last4 x 105years,the atmosphericenrichmenthasincreasedfrom 5 to 5.5), we find
that the intermediate reservoir needs to be .-• 4000 pr-

pm. If, instead, the equivalentequilibriumvalue were
half the current value, the intermediate reservoirwould
be •0 400 pr-pm.
The combined size of all the exchangeablereservoirs
dependson the assumedD/H ratio of the long term
reservoir(Figure 1). By usingequation(1) and the assumedlong term R(t) •0 6.3 (taking into accountthe
ice/vaporfractionationin the 90% case),the combined
exchangeablereservoircontainsthe equivalentof of 9 m
global layer of water. In the casewhere the equilibrium
value is half the current value, the combinedexchangeable reservoir

contains

.-• 20 m.

feel that the longterm atmosphericvalueis close(but
not equal to) the current measuredvalue. Basedon
assuminga long term equivalentequilibrium value at
90% of the current value, we estimate an exchangeable

reservoir
of .-•9 m (a volumeof 1.3x 106kma, or a cap
1100 km in diameter). There is a large uncertaintyin
this estimate due to the uncertainty in the parameters
used in the model.

There

should be measurable

iso-

topic differencesbetween the current atmosphereand
the long term reservoirthat coring into the northern
polar cap might reveal.

Given the rapid lossof water (relativeto the atmosphericcolumn density), and the large exchangeable

Three possible locations for the intermediate reser- reservoirimplied by the fractionation factor, it appears
voir are adsorbedregolith water, a surfacelayer of the that Mars probably has multiple water reservoirsthat
polar caps,or groundice/permafrostat high latitudes. interact on varying timescales.The current climateim-
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plies that the largest exchangeablereservoirsare not
in equilibrium with the atmosphere. But the atmo-

ON MARS

and 8/•m: A Sensitive Searchfor H202, H2CO, HC1, CH4,
and Detection of HDO, J. Geophys.Res., 102, 6525-6534,
1997.

sphericD/H valuesimply that an intermediatesized
Krasnopolsky, V. A., M. J. Mumma, G. R. Gladstone, Deexchangeablereservoiris bufferingthe atmosphere,even
tection of Atomic Deuterium in the Upper Atmosphere of
at present. This leads us to postulate a three reservoir
model, which implies that the current atmosphericiso-

topicD/H enrichmentdiffersfromthe enrichmentof the
bulk reservoir(althoughit is an upper bound). Using
this model, we estimate that there is the equivalent of
a •0 9 rn global layer of exchangeablewater on Mars.
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